Early Learning by World Book
Early Learning, delivered by World Book, is an interactive learning environment where the youngest
explorers have fun while immersed in content and tools that will prepare them for a successful
educational journey.
Developed with experts on early childhood education, Early Learning is designed for preschool
students with tools and content that reinforce early childhood learning concepts via short videos,
read-aloud stories, printable activities, and matching and tracing games, among others.

Sign in
To access Early Learning, click on the link and provide your membership number (from your card,
starting with 2000, or if you signed up online, your member number starting with C).

Home page
There are plenty of options to explore and discover information for young children.
At the top, there is a link to Early Learning Basics.

Under the Basics, there are links to Videos, Games, Stories, and Activities.

Under those options, there is a carousel of topics which might interest children, such as Animal
Homes, My Body, Colours, and more. These all lead to informative pages, videos or activities relating
to those topics.
These are all interactive and entertaining to engage young children.

Navigating pages
After clicking on any pages, there are different ways to get back a page or to the home page,
depending on which section you have visited.
Most pages have the icon of a white house which will take you back to the home page, but from the
Basics section, the house is inside an apple instead of a colourful circle. Both of these will always be
found towards the top of the left-hand side.

To exit any stories or you’ve started, click on the cross icon in the top left or right corner. This does
not take you to the home page, but back to the same section you selected the story/game from.

Some pages also have an arrow pointing to the left to indicate going back a page. This can be found
on the left-hand side of the page, but may be at the top or bottom of the screen.

Early Learning Basics
The Early Learning Basics section is designed for PreK to Kindergarten students. Here you can find
basic building blocks like learning letters, numbers, counting, and classification in one easy-tonavigate section.

Just click on Go to visit one of four sections: Fun with Words, Count & Play, Once Upon a Time, and
Welcome to Reading.

Each section contains a selection of interactive books, videos and games. The stories act as Early
Learner books, with a range of educational and fun stories for them to read.

Videos
The Videos found from the home page are organised in a list of topics (see the section on the
Carousel). While some videos are short, others are longer and provide a short talk on an educational
topic, such as learning how to tell time.

Games
The Games found on the home page offer Tracing, Concentration, True or False, or Matching games,
some of which offering various levels of difficulty. These games allow them to practice the skills
they’ve learned and test themselves of the knowledge they’ve picked up.

Stories
Like in the videos, the stories are organised by topics (see Carousel) and each story is a selfcontained Early Reader book, with simple to read text, clear images, and the option to have the story
read out loud. Use the arrows at the bottom of the page to turn to the next page of the story and
click the speaker next to any text to have it read that sentence out loud.

Activities
Like in Games, Activities is sorted by the type of activity: Paint by Number, Colouring (including Free
Draw), or Print and Do, which provides activities such as mazes, connect the dots, find the difference
and more that are done on paper.

Carousel
The Carousel allows you to choose a topic for your child to learn about. Just use the arrows to
navigate between them, and select Go once you’ve found the topic the child is interested in.
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Rainbow Colours
Counting Numbers
Wild Animals
Creepy-Crawlies
Sea Creatures
My Body
Wild Animals
People at Work
Rain Forest
Dinosaurs
Tough Trucks
Terrific Trees
Weather
Animal Homes
On the Move

It provides a selection of basic books which educate the child on that topic.

Scrolling past those simple books, you’ll then find the videos, games, more complex stories, pictures,
and activities that relate to that topic.
Essentially, the carousel leads you to all the material on a topic in one place.

For grown ups
In the top right corner of every page, there is a link for grown ups. These are tools often used by
educators or parents to help figure out the best way to support a child’s education.

It is sorted into:
•
•
•

•

Featured Content to showcase some of the features of Early Learning and what they provide
the child.
Curriculum Correlations to help find material that supports the curriculum.
Guided Reading Program, which is centered around 48 engaging, leveled books collectively
called Welcome To Reading, which World Book developed to help pre-readers and early
learners strengthen their phonics, vocabulary, phonemic awareness, and comprehension
skills.
Trek Titles which lists all books found on Early Learning featuring the character Trek, an
adventurous scarecrow who travels around the world with his animal friends to explore
early childhood themes, such as colors, shapes, size, and time.

